
 

 
 

                                                                                                                                
 January 5, 2021  

(By electronic transmission)  
Historical Advisory Board 
City of Alameda  
2263 Santa Clara Avenue  
Alameda, CA 94501 
 
Subject: Draft Revised General Plan (Item 7-B on Historical Advisory Board’s January 7, 2021 
Agenda) 
 
Dear Boardmembers:  
 
The Alameda Architectural Preservation Society (AAPS) is very pleased that staff has provided the 
Historical Advisory Board (HAB) an opportunity to review and comment on the very important draft 
revised General Plan since the draft plan has many provisions that could impact historic properties. 
 
AAPS wrote four letters dated 9/12/20, 10/11/20, 11/8/20 and 12/13/20 for each of the Planning Board’s 
four public forums on the General Plan. We copied the HAB when we initially distributed the letters, but 
have attached them again to this email, including key attachments, for your convenience. The AAPS 
letters mostly focus on potential impacts that the proposed General Plan provisions could have on historic 
properties. 
 
More specifically, a number of General Plan provisions appear to promote upzoning in extensive portions 
of Alameda’s older neighborhoods that could put development pressure on historic buildings, possibly 
encouraging their demolition or adverse alteration as well as insensitive and/or out of scale new 
development in historic areas. These provisions include policies LU – 16, LU – 17, LU-18, CC – 12 and 
CC – 17. See our 9/12/20 letter for specific comments on these policies. Although Alameda has a strong 
historic preservation ordinance that, among other things, requires HAB approval for demolition of any 
pre-1942 building, development pressures may significantly increase the numbers of demolition proposals 
presented to the HAB if these policies are implemented. Moreover, HAB decisions on demolition 
proposals can be appealed to the City Council, which may reverse HAB denial of demolition proposals. 
 
Also as noted in Comment 3a of our 9/12/20 letter, the draft Land Use and City Design Element is too 
vague for determining the extent and locations of possible increases in development intensity. The 
proposed development intensities are not clearly defined in the land use map on page 14. The land-use 
classification definitions beginning on Page 15 appear to describe only existing conditions, not what is 
proposed, and seem to leave proposed intensities very open ended. The proposed maximum intensities 
must be clearly identified in the General Plan and the impacts discussed. 
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See also Comment 2a in our 11/18/20 letter that calls for a Resource Conservation section that promotes 
rehab/reuse of existing buildings as much as possible as an alternative to new construction to, among 
other things, conserve the embedded energy that was used to construct the existing buildings and 
minimize the additional energy that must be expended for replacement buildings. The resource 
conservation section should also include a building materials salvage and recycling policy as also stated 
on Pages 8–9 of our September 12 letter. Many older buildings contain valuable materials, such as old 
growth lumber, that should not be indiscriminately consigned to landfill. 
 
Finally there are many important provisions in the existing General Plan that are either not included in the 
new draft plan or have been modified with wording that is not as satisfactory as that in the existing plan, 
sometimes with important text omitted. See Comment 4 in our 10/11/20 letter and Comment 3 in our 
12/13/20 letter. See also Attachment 2 to our 12/13/20 letter that lists these existing provisions, which 
include many that relate directly to historic preservation, most notably those listed in Section 3.3 
(Architectural Resources) of the existing General Plan’s City Design Element. We urge the HAB to 
request staff to retain these provisions in the new General Plan. The existing City Design Element is 
attached and the complete existing General Plan can be accessed at 
***********.alameda2040.org/document-library 
 
In addition to retaining the above existing General Plan provisions, AAPS recommends that the City 
establish a Mills Act program that reduces property taxes for historic buildings in exchange for their 
rehabilitation/restoration and preservation. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please contact me at (510) 523-0411 or cbuckleyaicp@att.net 
if you would like to discuss these comments.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Christopher Buckley, Chair  
Preservation Action Committee  
Alameda Architectural Preservation Society 
 
Attachments:  

(1) AAPS letters to the Planning Board dated 9/12/20, 10/11/20, 11/8/20 and 12/13/20 
(2) Attachment 2 to AAPS 12-13-20 letter 
(3) Existing General Plan’s City Design Element  

 
 
By electronic transmission: 
cc: Allen Tai and Andrew Thomas - - Planning, Building and Transportation Department  
      Mayor and Councilmembers 
      AAPS Board and Preservation Action Committee  





























 

 
 
 

November 8, 2020 
City of Alameda Planning Board 
2263 Santa Clara Avenue, room 190 
Alameda, CA 94501 
 
Subject: Alameda General Plan Update – Public Forum #3: Protecting the environment, 
responding to the climate crisis and meeting regional responsibilities- - (Item 7-A on Planning 
Board’s 11-9-20 agenda) 
 
Dear Boardmembers: 
 
The Alameda Architectural Preservation Society (AAPS) has the following comments on the Public 
Forum #3 topics: 
 

1. Revisit Policies CC-12 (Climate Friendly, Transit Oriented Development), and LU-16 (City 
Charter and Municipal Code Amendments). Of the policies listed in the survey and staff report, 
those of concern to AAPS are CC-12 and LU-16. Both policies and their related action steps 
appear to call for: 

 
Upzoning in extensive portions of Alameda; and  

 
Eliminating residential density limits, relying instead on building envelope limits (height limits, 
minimum setbacks, floor area ratio, etc.) to regulate building size. 

 
AAPS is concerned that implementation of these policies and actions could adversely impact 
the extensive historic neighborhoods that occupy much of the areas identified in these 
policies. In addition, like many other draft General Plan provisions, these policies and actions 
have significant ambiguities, including what specific building envelope provisions are being 
proposed and an unclear definition of the impacted areas.  

 
As stated in Policy LU-16, its implementation would require amendment of Article 26 of the City 
Charter. Policy CC– 12 would also probably require amendment to Article 26. The effort to repeal 
Article 26 in its entirety in the November 3 election appears to have failed.  

 
See our September 12, 2020 letter (attached) for more complete comments on these policies, as 
well as on other related provisions, including Policies LU-1, LU-15, LU–17, LU–18 and CC–17. 

 
2. Provide a resource conservation section, including a building materials salvage and recycling 

policy as stated on Pages 8–9 of our September 12 letter. Many older buildings contain valuable 
materials, such as old growth lumber, that should not be indiscriminately consigned to landfill. 
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The resource conservation section should also promote rehab/reuse of existing buildings as much 
as possible as an alternative to new construction to, among other things, conserve the embedded 
energy that was used to construct the existing buildings and minimize the additional energy that 
must be expended for replacement buildings. The greenest building is a preserved building! 

 
3. Add an action step for improving the City’s tree preservation ordinance. Although Policy 

ME–13 and other plan provisions promote tree planting and the city already has a very good 
master street tree plan, there should be a specific action step to strengthen the city’s tree 
preservation ordinance. The current ordinance only protects Coast Live Oaks and certain landmark 
street trees and other city-owned trees, such as the London Planes along Central Avenue. The 
existing ordinance should be expanded to protect all tree species over a certain size, except 
those considered undesirable, and provide clearer standards for defining “removal“ and the 
circumstances justifying removal. Many other Bay Area cities have stronger tree preservation 
ordinances with these provisions. 

 
4. Inconsistency between the plan provisions described in the staff report and those listed in the 

survey. The survey only listed Policies CC-3, CC-16, LU-14, LU-16 and SN-15. Of these, the 
staff report listed only CC-3, SN–5 and CC–16, but also lists CC-4, CC-20, CC-23, CC-25, CC-9, 
LU-2, ME-13, ME-12 and CC-12 (for some reason not in alpha-numeric order). Why is there this 
inconsistency? If staff and the Planning Board are seeking public input on certain plan provisions, 
it would seem to make more sense to discuss all of the survey-listed policies in the Planning Board 
staff report. 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please contact me at (510) 523-0411 or cbuckleyAICP@att.net 
if you would like to discuss these comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Christopher Buckley, Chair 
Preservation Action Committee 
Alameda Architectural Preservation Society  
 
Attachment:   AAPS 9-12-20 letter to the Planning Board. 

  
By electronic transmission: 
 
cc:  Andrew Thomas and Allen Tai  

Mayor and City Council 
Historical Advisory Board  
AAPS Board and Preservation Action Committee  

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

December 13, 2020 
City of Alameda Planning Board 
2263 Santa Clara Avenue, Room 190 
Alameda, CA 94501 
 
Subject: Alameda General Plan Update – Public Forum #4: Enhancing mobility, accessibility and 
life on an island- - (Item 7-B on Planning Board’s 12-14-20 agenda) 
 
Dear Boardmembers: 
 
The Alameda Architectural Preservation Society (AAPS) has the following comments on the Public 
Forum #4 topics: 
 

1. Revisit Policies CC-12 (Climate Friendly, Transit Oriented Development), and LU-15 
(Transit Oriented Infill Development). Of the policies listed in the survey and staff report, those 
of concern to AAPS are CC-12 and LU-15. These policies and their related action steps appear to 
call for upzoning in extensive portions of Alameda.  

 
AAPS is concerned that implementation of these policies and actions could adversely impact 
the extensive historic neighborhoods that occupy much of the areas identified in these 
policies. In addition, like many other draft General Plan provisions, these policies and actions 
have significant ambiguities, including what specific building envelope provisions are being 
proposed and an unclear definition of the impacted areas.  

 
Policies CC– 12 and LU-15 would also probably require amendment to Article 26 of the City 
Charter. The effort to repeal Article 26 in its entirety in the November 3 election failed.  

 
See our September 12, 2020 letter (attached) for more complete comments on these policies, as 
well as on other related provisions, including Policies LU-1, LU-16, LU–17, LU–18 and CC–17. 

 
2. Expand the Safety and Noise Element to better address earthquake caused fires. Although 

the Safety and Noise Element’s Section 7.4 introduction correctly states that “major fires resulting 
from the rupture of local gas or electric lines during an earthquake could be severely compounded 
by water main failures and…”, Section 7.4’s listed provisions do not address earthquake caused 
fires. Provisions to consider include: 
 

a. Establish a protocol with PG&E for complete or partial shut off of the City’s natural gas 
supply if multiple ruptured gas lines breaks occur. 

 
b. Construct major water storage facilities in Alameda to use for firefighting (and, if possible, 

as emergency supplies for EBMUD customers) in case EBMUD water lines serving 
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Alameda are ruptured in an earthquake. If the Hayward Fault ruptures in Oakland, 
EBMUD’s Claremont Tunnel serving areas west of the Hayward Fault, including 
Alameda, would be at risk. Although EBMUD’s retrofit of the Claremont Tunnel to 
withstand a horizontal offset of up to 8 1/2 feet resulting from a Hayward Fault earthquake, 
the San Andreas Fault shifted 16-21 feet during the 1906 earthquake.  

 

An alternative to water storage facilities could be pumping water from the estuary and/or 
bay. But since this would be salt water, adverse soil and vegetation impacts could result. 

 
Although the City’s Local Hazard Mitigation Plan recognizes the danger presented by earthquake 
caused fires, it essentially relies on the Alameda Fire Department’s high rating by Insurance 
Services Office, Inc. to address this danger without considering earthquake scenarios involving 
loss of water supply. 
 
Note: Section 7.1 of the Safety and Noise Element is incorrectly labeled 8.1. 

 
3. Retain important existing General Plan provisions.  There are various provisions in the existing 

General Plan that are not included in the new draft Plan or have been modified with wording that 
is not as satisfactory as that used in the existing Plan, sometimes with important text omitted. 
Examples of these provisions are attached. We urge that these provisions be retained in the 
new Plan with minimal modifications. The attached examples of these provisions include those 
attached to our October 11 letter plus additional examples.  
 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please contact me at (510) 523-0411 or cbuckleyAICP@att.net 
if you would like to discuss these comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Christopher Buckley, Chair 
Preservation Action Committee 
Alameda Architectural Preservation Society  
 
Attachments:   (1) AAPS 9-12-20 letter to the Planning Board. 

(2)  Examples of existing General Plan provisions that should be retained in the new Plan. 
  
By electronic transmission: 
 

Andrew Thomas and Allen Tai  
Mayor and City Council 
Historical Advisory Board  
AAPS Board and Preservation Action Committee  
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Attachment 2 to AAPS 12-13-20 letter to Alameda Planning Board  
EXAMPLES OF EXISTING GENERAL PLAN PROVISIONS THAT SHOULD BE 

RETAINED IN THE NEW PLAN. 
  
Following are examples of existing General Plan Land Use and City Design Element provisions 
that are either omitted from the 8-13-20 draft General Plan or modified with wording that is not 
as satisfactory as the existing General Plan’s, sometimes with important omissions. These 
provisions should be retained in the new Plan, although in some cases adjusted to reflect 
changed conditions since the existing Plan was adopted.  

Provisions marked with *’s are not included in the draft Plan. Other listed provisions are 
included but modified. 
 
1. LAND USE ELEMENT 

 
2.4 RESIDENTIAL AREAS 
 
*2.4.b  To the extent feasible, conserve housing located in areas that have been zoned for 
commercial or industrial use. 
 
*2.4.o  Explore the feasibility of providing definitions and identifying appropriate locations 
for congregate housing and single room occupancy (SRO) hotels as part of the 
comprehensive revision of the Zoning Ordinance. 
 
2.5 RETAIL BUSINESS AND SERVICES 
 
2.5.b Revitalize Alameda's historic Main Street business districts on Park Street and 
Webster Street while maintaining their small-city scale and character.  
 

The Main Street Business Districts on Park Street and Webster Street provide the 
primary concentration of specialty shops and a wide range of retail sales, services and 
entertainment uses to meet community-wide market demands. These districts are 
pedestrian-oriented districts with historical patterns of development that limit building 
form and limit the ability of individual businesses to provide off-street parking. The work 
of the Alameda Main Street Project is evident in both districts. The Park Street Historic 
District is on the National Register of Historic Places. 

 
2.5.n To maintain the historic urban form and character of Park Street and Webster Street 
business districts, limit building heights on Park Street and Webster Street to three stories 
above grade, measuring 35 to 40 feet, depending on roof configuration. Parking structures 
are to be limited by height only, regardless of the number of parking levels.  

 
See Policy 3.4.d and 3.3.h in the City Design Element.  
 

AAPS Note: The number of stories may need to be adjusted in the new Plan, possibly with 
distinctions between different subareas within the business districts. 
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*2.5.o Protect residential areas adjacent to Retail Business Districts by discouraging 
conversion of residential structures in adjacent residential zones for retail, commercial, or 
business service use. 
 
2.7 OFFICES 
 
*2.7.b Do not permit offices in residential areas designated on the General Plan Diagram.  
 

Dispersing local-serving offices in existing higher-density residential areas would reduce 
housing opportunity and residential amenity.  
 
Without such a policy, market economics would result in substantial office intrusion into 
R-5 zones. The area adjoining City Hall used for offices and designated for continued 
office use on the General Plan Diagram (as on the CLUP and the Zoning Map) is less 
attractive for office developers than the R-5 areas. The reason is that there are few 
remaining one -family homes and the cost of acquiring apartment buildings to create 
office sites is high.  

 
*2.7.c Revise zoning regulations to preclude approval of offices in areas designated for 
residential use on the General Plan Diagram.  
 
2.8 BUSINESS PARKS AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS 
 
*2.8.h Review zoning regulation performance standards and revise if necessary to improve 
equity and enforceability.  
 

Current (1990) regulations permit uses from which "noise, smoke, dust, noxious fumes 
and gases, glare, heat and vibration are confined to the premises or held to volumes, 
intensities and levels at the perimeters of individual properties which are no greater than 
those in the general area. This does not meet regional standards and cannot be 
effectively enforced.   

 
3. CITY DESIGN ELEMENT 
  
*Alameda has a clear identity – certainly it is among the half dozen Bay Area cities with the 
strongest visual image. During an era when bland, look-alike communities are the norm, unique 
cities are an increasingly prized resource. But identity cannot be taken for granted; the richness 
of Alameda's historic urban fabric must continually be defended against pressures for 
development conforming to current standard practice. And not all that is unique or memorable is 
pleasant – there are bleak areas, clutter, and missed opportunities, as well as opportunities to be 
seized.  
 
*The City Design Element addresses visual issues at a citywide scale. The quality of 
architectural and landscape design for individual sites and projects is also of great importance, as 
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is constantly demonstrated by Alameda's wide variation in quality from block to block and lot to 
lot. Policy 3.3.e calls for detailed design guidelines. (See Figure 3-1, City Design Framework)  
 
3.1 ENTRANCES  
*Arrival in Alameda is a distinct event, whether by tube, bridge, or along San Leandro Bay. The 
City design objective is to establish immediately the desired character of Alameda for a person 
entering for the first or 10,000th time. A handsome building, a cluster of trees, or other 
prominent entry feature can give form to the journey.  
 
3.3 ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES  
 
*The Historic Preservation Element, adopted in 1980, was based on a survey of about 80 percent 
of the Main Island; it identified 4,000 addresses as having architectural and historical resources. 
The report noted that 1,400 structures, most of them built before the turn of the century, had been 
demolished since World War II. Recommendations for preservation include designation of 
Heritage Areas (no added regulation), and Historic Districts (design regulation). Historic 
preservation district boundaries were not proposed, but three Heritage Areas subsequently have 
been studied under the Certified Local Government Program, and designated by the City 
Council: Bay Station (1986), Park Avenue (1988), and Burbank-Portola (1989).1 Since the 
adoption of the Historic Preservation Element, the City completed detailed surveys of 
unreinforced buildings, commercial buildings on Webster Street, and buildings and sites in the 
northern waterfront. These surveys fill in gaps in the original survey, leaving few buildings and 
sites undocumented.  
 
Implementing Policies: Architectural Resources  
 
*3.3.a Continue to identify quality architecture of all periods in Alameda's history and participate 
in programs to increase owners' and buyers' awareness of the importance of preservation. 
 
*3.3.b Consider formation of Historic Districts within which alterations to existing structures 
would be regulated to maintain neighborhood scale and historic character.  
 
3.3.d New construction, redevelopment and alterations should be compatible with historic 
resources in the immediate area.  
 
3.3.e Develop detailed design guidelines to ensure protection of Alameda's historic, 
neighborhood, and small-town character. Encourage preservation of all buildings, structures, 
areas and other physical environment elements having architectural, historic or aesthetic merit, 
including restoration of such elements where they have been insensitively altered. Include 
special guidelines for older buildings of existing or potential architectural, historical or aesthetic 
merit which encourage retention of original architectural elements and restoration of any missing 
elements. The design guidelines include detailed design standards for commercial districts.  
 

                                                           
1 An additional Heritage Area was designated for Leonardville in 1992. 
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3.3.h Regulate development in the Park Street and Webster Street business districts to encourage 
two- and three-story buildings extending to the front and side property lines, with entrances 
directly facing the sidewalk, and parking at the rear.  
 
AAPS note: The number of stories may need to be adjusted in the new Plan, possibly with 
distinctions between different subareas within the business districts. 
 
3.3.i Preserve all City-owned buildings and other facilities of architectural, historical or aesthetic 
merit. Prepare a list of these facilities and develop an Historic Facilities Management Plan that 
provides procedures for preserving their character-defining elements, including significant 
interior features and furnishings. Include in the Management Plan design guidelines or standards 
and a long-term program to restore significant character-defining elements which have been 
altered.  
 
*3.3.j Encourage owners of poorly remodeled but potentially attractive older buildings to restore 
the exterior of these buildings to their original appearance. Provide lists of altered buildings 
which present special design opportunities and make the lists widely available. Develop financial 
and design assistance programs to promote such restoration 
 
*3.3.k Require that any exterior changes to existing buildings receiving City rehabilitation 
assistance or related to Use Permits, Variances or Design Review, or other discretionary City 
approvals be consistent with the building’s existing or original architectural design unless the 
City determines either (a) that the building has insufficient existing or original design merit of 
historical interest to justify application of this policy or (b) that application of this policy would 
cause undue economic or operational hardship to the applicant, owner or tenant. 
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